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Chapter One
I praise him, the Lord, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.acaitanya, whose grace makes
even a lame person cross over a mountain and a mute person
recite the Vedas.1
Among all the embodied beings, the fleeting human body
is very rarely attained. Even then, meeting someone who is
dear to Vaikun.t.ha is even rarer still.2
At the beginning of this essay on the auspicious topic of the great
benefit and influence of contact with those few, very rare great souls, a
bit of clarity is needed concerning the causes of the conditions of misery,
consisting of bondage to the cycle of rebirth and redeath that is produced
by the adverse actions of embodied living beings who are beginninglessly turned away from Hari. In the Gı̄tā the Lord himself says:
Transparency, translucency, and opacity, the [three] threads
born out of Nature (Prakr.ti), bind the imperishable embodied being to the body, Great-armed one.3
1 Cc.,

1.3.1:

p¡`\ l£yt̃ f
{l\ ḿkmAvt‚ỹQC
~ ` tm^.
y(k̂pA tmh\ v˚d̃ k̂¯Zc
{t˚ymFŸrm^.
2 Bhāg.,

11.2.29:

d̀l‚Bo mAǹqo d̃ho d̃EhnA\ "ZB¡`r,.
t/AEp d̀l‚B\ m˚ỹ v
{k̀WEþydf‚n\;
3 Bg.,

14.5:

1
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Although by true nature a changeless, eternal, and deathless self, the
living being, beginninglessly turned away from Kr.s.n.a, is, through its
own adverse works, united by Māyā with a body made of the three
threads and as a result of that it wanders through the jungle of cyclic
material existence on the two feet of birth and death. From time without beginning it wanders so. Therefore, becoming freed from connection
with those three threads, transparency and so forth, is the way for all the
living beings to be saved from fear, anxiety, unhappiness, and lamentation and to reach immortality. That is taught in the Gı̄tā, too:
Passing beyond these three threads that spring from the body,
the embodied being is freed from birth, death, old age, and
misery and becomes immortal.4
If one is to overcome those three threads, one needs at the root of
that endeavor the appropriate faith (śraddhā), since at the root of all of
the endeavors of living beings the presence of the appropriate type of
faith is necessary. The natural faith of the living being who is bound
by the three threads is in accordance with the different threads among
the three, transparency and so forth, and thus is of three types. By that
thread-induced faith the living being strives for a thread-bound object.
As [stated in the Gı̄tā]:
Threefold is the faith of embodied beings born of their natures: transparent, translucent, and opaque. Hear of that
from me.5
Therefore, the faith that is needed as the basis of efforts to overcome
the three threads should be free of thread or thread-less (nirgun.a). Striving for a thread-less object is not produced by the natural, thread-bound
sĆv\ rj-tm iEt g̀ZA, þk̂EtsMBvA,.
EnbðEt mhAbAho d̃h̃ d̃Ehnm&yym^;
4 Bg.,

14.20:

g̀ZAñtAntF(y /Fn^ d̃hF d̃hsm̀ĽvAn^.
j˚mm̂(ỳjrAd̀,K
{Ev‚m̀Äo_m̂tmŮ̀t̃.
5 Bg.,

17.2:

E/EvDA BvEt ŹĹA d̃EhnA\ sA -vBAvjA.
sAEĆvkF rAjsF c
{v tAmsF c̃Et tA\ f̂Z̀;
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faith of the living being. The Lord himself says that by means of a particular kind of faith one strives for a particular kind of object:
Faith in matters of the higher self (knowledge, yoga, austerity, etc.) is from transparency; faith in the rites (that bring
one to heaven and so forth) is from thread of translucency;
and faith in matters contrary to piety (or the law) is from the
thread of opacity. However, faith in my service is free of the
threads.6
Therefore at the root of an attempt to cultivate pure bhakti, free from
the all the material threads and having the form of worship of the Lord,
one must have a thread-free faith relating to the Lord. By means of a
faith different from that, a faith influenced by the material threads, it
is not possible to strive to cultivate thread-free bhakti. For this reason,
when one obtains by a some stroke of tremendous good luck thread-free
faith, one will be able to engage in the cultivation of bhakti for the Lord.
And by that bhakti one will easily become freed from the ropes made of
the three material threads.
For this reason, the Lord himself has pointed out the way that is the
best and the easiest for the living beings among all the other ways of
becoming freed from the ropes of Māyā’s three threads:
This divine Māyā of mine, composed of the threads, is very
difficult to cross beyond. Those who surrender to me cross
beyond this Māyā.7
Thus, the best way to cross over the difficult-to-cross, three-threaded
Māyā is bhakti defined as surrender only to the Lord. For the living being, who is a minute particle of consciousness under the control of Māyā,
6 Bhāg.

11.25.27:

sAE(vÈA@yAE(mkF ŹĹA km‚ŹĹA t̀ rAjsF.
tAm-yDm̃‚ yA ŹĹA m(s̃vAyA\ t̀ Eng̀‚ZA;
7 Bg.,

7.14:

{
dvF İ̃qA g̀ZmyF mm mAyA d̀r(yyA.
mAm̃v ỹ þpŊ˚t̃ mAyAm̃tA\ trE˚t t̃;
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taking shelter at the feet of the Lord, who is unlimited consciousness in
control of Māyā is the natural path to overcome Māyā. Nevertheless, as
long as at the root of that endeavor, thread-free faith in matters relating
to the Lord, has not been infused, even if the Lord himself instructs one
to adopt the bhakti of faith characterized by surrender, no living being
can take it up without that thread-free faith. Therefore it is seen that after giving instructions on topics of rites, knowledge, yoga, austerity, and
so forth, as his last order and highest instruction, the Lord himself, offering freedom from fear to the living beings wandering about restlessly
on the path of mundance existence in repeated birth and death, calls out
to them with great emphasis to give up all other practices and simply
surrender to him:
Give up all other duties (dharmas) and surrender to me alone.
I will free you from all sins. Do not grieve.8
To respond to that call, however, one needs thread-free faith related
to the Lord. Without that no one can respond to that accentuated call.
Therefore, those engaged in rites, those cultivating knowledge, those
practicing yoga, and so forth, each according to his or her own respective
thread influenced faiths — whatever subject they are engaged in, they
remain endowed with faith in that subject. The reason for this is that
without being connected with thread-free faith, even the Lord’s own invitation to take shelter with the Lord who is beyond all the threads is
useless — as long as along with that call one is not infused with threadfree faith relating to the Lord.
In order to reveal this secret to all living beings befuddled by Māyā
with her three threads the Lord himself said:
Those situated in translucency, transparency, and opacity worship the gods and so forth, headed by Indra who delight in
translucency, transparency, and opacity. Not so do they worship me.9
8 Bg.,

18.66:

sv‚DmA‚n^ pEr(y>y mAm̃k\ frZ\ v
}j.
ah\ (vA\ sv‚pAp̃<yo mo"Ey¯yAEm mA f̀c,;
9 Bhāg.

11.21.32:
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Therefore, one can understand that the appearance or non-appearance
of engagement in a living being who is under the control of Māyā in the
matter of thread-free bhakti for the Lord, the best way to gain freedom
from mundane existence, has but one cause — conjunction or disjunction with the suitable thread-free faith relating to the Lord.
The sublime occurrence that is at the root of thread-free faith relating
to the Lord, or in other words, the one and only way to obtain bhakti for
the Lord, is association with and service of the great bhaktas of the Lord.
By contact with the saintly arise discussions, like medicines
for the heart and ear, that reveal my prowess. By enjoying
those, faith [ie., bhakti as practice preceded by faith], attraction [ie., bhakti feeling (bhāva)] , and bhakti [ie., bhakti as love
(preman)] towards [me], who am the path to final freedom,
quickly develop one after another.10
Now I will begin to discuss, as far as I am able, the nature and greatness of those rare great ones, the loversz of the Lord, who are the only
means to attain that very difficult to attain bhakti of the Lord.
Bhakti is primarily of two types: threaded and unthreaded. For the
embodied living being who is in the state of being threaded or bound by
the threads of transparency and so forth, deceit or ignorance must exist. Therefore, as long as that deceit continues, people in general are
inclined, in accordance with the threads and their operations, to engage in efforts to achieve thread-bound enjoyment and liberation. In
the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta this point has been made:
That deceit that I call the opacity of ignorance
is the desire for piety, wealth, sense enjoyment and liberation.
rj,sĆvtmoEnďA rj,sĆvtmoj̀q,.
upAst̃ i˚dým̀?HyAn^ d̃vAdFn^ n tT
{v mAm^;
10 Bhāg.

3.25.24:

stA\ þs¡A˚mm vFy‚s\Evdo
BvE˚t ã(kZ‚rsAyZA, kTA,.
t>joqZAdAŸpvg‚v(m‚En
ŹĹA rEtB‚EÄrǹĞEm¯yEt;
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Among those the primary deceit is the desire for liberation.
Because of that bhakti for Kr.s.n.a disappears.11

The natural inclination towards the thread-free Lord or towards bhakti
for him in the form of service and so forth is unable to appear. Therefore,
in the thread-bound condition allowances are made in all the scriptures
for enjoyment and liberation, that is, the “four classes” centering around
piety, wealth, sense enjoyment, and liberation, so that one might gain
the greatest benefit possible in accordance with the threads. For that a
natural, thread-bound faith is useful for people in general.
Now, let’s briefly consider this subject a bit more. In the material
world generally speaking the “four classes,” also known as the “four
goals of human life” (purus.ārthas), are piety, wealth, and sensual pleasure within the category of enjoyment and, beyond those, liberation.
They are all related to the material threads. At the root of all the actions
of living beings is a faith born of their natures. By the translucent and
the opaque faiths, according to their natures, an interest in enjoyment
arises and by the transparent or illumined faith an interest in liberation
arises. But, bhakti is essentially thread-free. In a living being touched by
the threads, because of the absence of thread-free faith connected with
the Lord, an interest in or inclination towards thread-free behavior connected with the Lord or pure bhakti does not arise.
In the Gı̄tā this is said with respect to the inclination towards material
or thread-bound things arisng from thread-induced faith:
The transparent or illumined worship the gods, the translucent worship supernatural spirits [yaks.as and raks.as, semidivine beings] and the others, the opaque or unillumined
people, worship the dead, the ghosts.12
11 Krsnadāsa

Kavirāja, Caitanya-caritāmr.ta (Cc), 1.1.50:
.. .
ajñānatamer nāma kahi ye kaitava
dharma, artha, kāma, moks.a-vāñchā ei sava
tār madhye moks.a-vāñchā kaitava pradhāna
yāhā haite Kr.s.n.abhakti haya antardhāna

12 Bg.,

17.4:

yj˚t̃ sAEĆvkA d̃vAn^ y"r"A\Es rAjsA,.
þ̃tAn^ B́tgZA\ŰA˚ỹ yj˚t̃ tAmsA jnA,;
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Though the faiths of the three threads is discussed in this place in the
Gı̄tā, thread-free faith is not mentioned. The thread-free faith in the form
of service to the Lord has been discussed in the previously cited verse
from the Bhāgavata Purān.a (3.25.24).
Now the thing to know is that in order for the practices like rites,
knowledge, yoga, and penance and so forth, which are born out of threadinduced faiths, to succeed, connection with bhakti is completely necessary. For this reason the bhakti that is connected with the performance
of all those thread-bound practices so that they are brought to life and
made successful is known by the name “threaded bhakti” (sagun.a-bhakti).
That bhakti that is pure, free of the intention of achieveing one’s own
happiness, and has the sole objective of serving the Lord free of desire
is known as thread-free bhakti (nirgun.a-bhakti). Śrı̄ Rūpa in his Bhaktirasāmr.ta-sindhu has described it in this way:
All efforts or engagements of the body, mind and speech
for Kr.s.n.a if they are not antagonistic but completely favorable [towards him] are called bhakti. And if that bhakti is not
clouded by any other sort of desire or the quest for knowledge or ritual success or something like that, and is completely unmixed then it is called the highest bhakti.13
When this supreme or pure bhakti arises, not even the slightest desire
for any thing else awakens in the devotee’s heart except for the desire to
meet the Lord in order to serve him.
That a connection with and the assistance of bhakti is necessary for
the success and invigoration of all the other forms of practice is understood from the scriptures:
As all living beings thrive in the shelter of their mothers,
so do the successes (siddhi) thrive by connecting themselves
with bhakti.14
13 Rūpa

Gosvāmin, Bhakti-rasāmr.ta-sindhu (Brs)., 1.1.11:

a˚yAEBlAEqtAf́˚y\ âAnkmA‚ŊnAv̂t\.
aAǹḱSỹn k̂¯ZAǹfFln\ BEÄzĄmA;
14 Gopāla

Bhat.t.a, Hari-bhakti-vilāsa, 11.569:

jFvE˚t j˚tv, sṽ‚ yTA mAtrmAEŹtA,.
tTA BEÄ\ smAEŹ(y svA‚ jFvE˚t EsĹy,;

8
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Therefore the author of the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta has revealed that same
idea in his book in many places:
Without bhakti no practice is able to produce any result
All results bestows bhakti, independent and powerful.15
“Rituals, yoga, and knowledge look to the face of bhakti.” Therefore,
if any performance of the four classes [of human activity] is done without bhakti, it will not produce results. For this there is much evidence in
the scriptures. Though bhakti is manifested in both forms, thread-bound
and unthreaded, in actuality they are both the same bhakti. It is just like
a mother who has two conditions, one as a servant of Kr.s.n.a and the
other as the protector of her children. The servant of Kr.s.n.a form is her
bright and shining, pure condition. And again in the process of caring
for her children her caring for them requires her to do unclean things
sometimes and thus she is seen in an impure form through contact with
the impure. In that way too even bhakti, though by nature pure, appears
as unthreaded or threaded because of being pure or impure in accordance with whether the intention of its possessor is “for Kr.s.n.a” or “for
myself.” When connected with the threads it does not bring about the
appearance of its main result which is unthreaded preman-bhakti. Rather,
being by nature like a desire-fulfilling tree, in its threaded form it joins
itself with the various means and practices to achieve the desires of the
living beings such as enjoyment, liberation, and the supernatural powers and thus only bestows its secondary results — it invigorates those
various means or practices.
On the other hand, if that unthreaded source of faith in the Lord, selfmanifesting bhakti or Bhāgavata-dharma (the characteristic trait of a lover
of Bhagavān, the Lord) is not infused into the living being itself by its
own grace through the medium of association with unmotivated great
ones, then it cannot be attained even with the thousands of practices like
rituals, knowledge and so forth that are touched by the threads. Therefore, that most beneficial kr.s.n.a-bhakti, which beyond all human effort, is
very rarely attained.
15 Cc.,

2.24.65:

bhakti vinā kono sādhana dite nāre phala
sarba phala dey bhakti svatantra prabala
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Through the path of knowledge liberation is easily attained
and enjoyments like heaven and so forth through sacrifices
and other pious acts. But this [self-revealing] bhakti to Hari
is very hard to attain even with thousands of that sort of
threaded practices.16
Therefore it has been determined that the main result of bhakti to the
Lord is the appearance of love for the Supreme Lord Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a and its
secondary or subsidiary result is success in the four classes (caturvarga)
of human endeavor. This is known from the scriptures:
Whatever results are attainable through sacrificial rites, penance,
knowledge, renunciation, the eightfold yoga system, charity,
and even other beneficial practices my bhakta quickly attains
through bhakti to me, even heaven, liberation, and my own
abode, if somehow, though my bhakta does not desire them,
he has even a little desire for them because they may be favorable to his worship [of me].17
This unthreaded or pure bhakti is also known as perfected by nature,
the highest, singular, unmixed, unadultered, and so forth. There is only
one way for it to be planted in the heart of a living being — the finest
association with and mercy of the great bhaktas, that is, of the saintly
ones, and of the discussions of Hari that arise from that. That sort of
association is called “uncaused” (ahaituka) which is to say that it is not
attained as a result of one’s own ability, wealth, or effots.
Some people through some special good fortune attained by
chance or, in other words, by association with and the grace
16 Brs.,

1.1.36:

âAnt, s̀lBA m̀EÄB̀‚EÄy‚âAEdp̀yt,.
s̃y\ sADnsAhú
{h‚ErBEÄ, s̀d̀l‚BA;
17 Bhāg.,

11.20.32-33:

y(km‚EBy‚ĄpsA âAnv
{rAŊtŰ yt^.
yog̃n dAnDm̃‚Z Ź̃yoEBErtr
{rEp;
sv« mĽEÄyog̃n mĽÄo lBt̃_ÒsA.
-vgA‚pvg« mĹAm kTEÑŊEd vA—CEt;
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of a bhakta of the Lord, have developed faith in discussions
of the Lord’s names, qualities, forms, and sports and are not
overly detached from rituals and their results, thinking them
illusory like those desiring liberation, nor are they, on the
other hand, overly attached to them like those who desire
enjoyment from them. For such people bhakti brings about
success [that is, it bestows love (preman)].18

One can supply an example here. It is like how in the ordinary world
one can acquire, in exchange for an adequate amount of money, silver,
gold, ordinary jewels and precious stones at a shop. But one cannot acquire the truly rare jewels like the Kaustubha, Syamantaka, or Kohinor
there. Even if one can pay an adequate amount of money, those rare jewels cannot be bought. Those priceless gems are things rightfully enjoyed
by emperors and kings of kings. Only through such an emperor’s dear
friends and by their grace is one able to acquire those kinds of jewels.
Pure bhakti is like a great jewel, too. Apart from the compassion of one
of the Lord’s dear friends there is no other way to obtain that jewel.
The difference between bhakti in its threaded and unthreaded forms
can be understood from Kapila’s teachings to his mother Devahūti. First
he talks about threaded bhakti:
Bhakti-yoga is recognized to be of many types by its different
paths, noble lady. Its state is variegated by the manner of the
threads and nature of the human beings [who practice it].19
Then thread-free bhakti is described. Just like pure stream of the
Gaṅgā, the purifier of the fallen, arising from its source in Gomukhı̄
18 Bhāg.,

11.20.8:

yd̂QCyA m(kTAdO jAtŹĹ-t̀ y, p̀mAn^.
n EnEv‚Żo nAEtsÄo BEÄyogo_-y EsEĹd,;
The phrase yadr.cchayā, “by chance,” in this verse is glossed by “somehow by the appearance of some good fortune born of the completely independent grace of and association
with a bhakta of the Lord,” k̃nAEp prm-vt˚/BgvĽÄs¡t(k̂pAjAtm¡lodỹn, in the Bhaktisandarbha of Śrı̄ Jı̄va.
19 Bhāg., 3.29.7:
BEÄyogo bh̀EvDo mAg
{‚BA‚EvEn BA&yt̃.
-vBAvg̀ZmAg̃‚Z p̀\sA\ BAvo EvEBŊt̃;
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flows down in a thousand streams and purifies everything and everyone who touches it, so do the streams of pure bhakti, originating from
the eternal companions of the Lord in his eternal abode, appear in this
universe produced by Māyā through the lineal successions of the great
ones and infuse the hearts of living beings with pure bhakti whose root
is faith connected with the Lord.
Just as the Gaṅgā flows in streams of pure water without ceasation down to the sea, the mind moves, by the mere hearing
of my qualities, without uninterruption, to me who am in
the hearts of all. That is the definition put forward of threadfree bhakti-yoga, bhakti for the Supreme Person which is not
shrouded by knowledge, rituals and so forth and which is
not performed for any other purpose.20
The definition of the highest bhakti that is given in the Nārada-pañcarātra is not in any way different from the definition of pure or the highest
bhakti described by Rūpa Gosvāmin in his verse beginning anyābhilāsitāśūnyam. For instance:
That service of Hr.s.ı̄keśa (Kr.s.n.a) by means of the senses that
is free of all qualifications [free of all desires for enjoyment in
this world and the next] and that, being linked only with the
desire to please Kr.s.n.a alone, is pure [unshrouded by knowledge, rites, and so forth], is the highest bhakti.21
Therefore, that highest bhakti or pure bhakti which is the very core
of the consciousness power (sam
. vit) intimately united with the core of
20 Bhāg.,

3.29.11-12:

mŃ`ZŹ̀EtmA/̃Z mEy sv‚g̀hAfỹ.
mnogEtrEvEQCàA yTA g¡AMBso_Mb̀DO;
l"Z\ BEÄyog-y Eng̀‚Z-y İ̀dAãtm^.
ah
{t̀È&yvEhtA yA BEÄ, p̀zqoĄm̃;
21 Nārada-pañcarātra

cited at Brs, 1.1.11-12:

svo‚pAEDEvEnm̀‚Ä\ t(pr(ṽn Enm‚l\.
ãqFk̃Z ãqFk̃fs̃vn\ BEÄzĄmA;
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the pleasure power within the essential powers (svarūpa-śakti)22 cannot
be any part of this deadened world of Māyā. That self-revealing dharma
of the Lord in the form of waves of bhakti, in order to enlarge the ultimate good fortune of living beings, who are bound beginninglessly to
this world, flows in one stream from Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a to Brahmā, from Brahmā
to Nārada and from Nārada to Vyāsa, Śuka and so forth, and also in another stream in the lineage from Saṅkars.an.a to the Catuh.sana, to Sāṅkhyāyana,
Parāśara, Maitreya, Vidura and so forth. Then, both streams uniting into
one in Śuka’s words and gushing up like a fountain of the highest nectar
in the presence of thousands and thousands of seers, brāhman.a-seers,
king-seers, great seers, god-seers, and seers of Brahman in the assembly occasioned by King Parı̄ks.it’s sitting down in his fast unto death,
it ceaselessly flows in this phenomenal world through channels in the
form of the successions of pure bhakta. The simultaneous conjunction of
these two causes — the most elevated contact with the successions in
the form of unmotivated association with the great ones (1) and hearing discussions of Hari, like streams of the Gaṅgā, from the mouths
of those saintly ones (2) — infuses pure bhakti into the hearts of living
beings. This subject was mentioned previously in the verse beginning
satām
. prasaṅgān mama vı̄ryasam
. vidah..
The living being is beginninglessly turned away from Hari and struck
low by Māyā through the beguilement of ignorance, has forgotten its
true self-nature and confuses itself with the lumpen body. As a result
of that, it becomes blinded by illusions in the form of the subtle traces
or residual desires (vāsanā) for material objects. Therefore, when the living being is in that state of identification with matter, its own essential
and innate condition as a servant of Kr.s.n.a is not revealed. Just as at the
touch of the morning’s rays of light in the form of contact with the great
ones, a lotus flower gradually begins to blossom in the light of day, so
does the lotus of the living being’s heart, in which, after the beginningless darkness of ignorance is destroyed, a sense of being a servant of
Kr.s.n.a or of being turned toward Kr.s.n.a awakens. It is said: matsmr.tih.
sādhusevayā,23 “from contact with and service of the saintly, a living being’s recollection of Kr.s.n.a, lost for an eternity, is awakened.” In this way
a living being who has turned towards Kr.s.n.a is transformed into a pure
living being. In that state, pure bhakti in the form of stories of Kr.s.n.a
22 The phrase that defines bhakti in the Caitanya tradition is: hlādinı̄-sāra-samaveta-samvit.
sāra-rūpā, “the essence or core of consciousness [power] united with the essence or core of
pleasure [power].” See Baladeva, for instance, Siddhānta-ratna, para. 38. [Trans.]
23 Bhāg., 11.11.45.
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arising from contact with the great is passed into the pure heart of the
living being and finally, like nectar suffusing a lotus flower, the heart of
the living being is infused with the honey of divine love (preman), which
is the only thing enjoyed by that bumblebee Kr.s.n.a.
A small pot that is upside down in a rainstorm is at first, by the force
of the rain, turned rightside up and then along with that is filled by the
rain showers. But when water falls on the pot in its upside down condition, though the dirt on its outside is surely cleansed away, it is not filled
with water. In a similar way when one has contact with stories about
Kr.s.n.a in some other fashion, not through contact with the saintly, the
exterior impurities of the heart are indeed removed. But one only gets
the secondary results of that in the form of the four groups [of goals,
that is, of piety, wealth, sense enjoyment and liberation]. As a result of
contact with the saintly, however,like a pot being straightened up by the
rain, the operations of the heart of the living being are changed from
being beginninglessly turned away from the Lord to being turned towards the Lord and in the showers of pure bhakti in the form of stories
about Kr.s.n.a from the mouths of the saintly, the vessel of the heart, starting with faith and so forth, becomes filled with the water of thread-free
bhakti. The destruction of the border-line living being’s identification
with matter and the living being’s becoming identified with the Lord’s
essential power (svarūpa-śakti) through pure bhakti is the benefit of all
benefits — the highest attainment of all attainments. This can only occur from happenstance conjunction of two causes simultaneously — the
instrumental cause of contact with the saintly and the material cause of
stories about Kr.s.n.a [heard in that company].
Practically speaking apart from the conjunction of contact
with the saintly and the bhakti-yoga of hearing and praising
that comes from that, there is no other way to attain bhakti. I
am the only shelter of the saintly.24

24 Bhāg.,

11.11.48:

þAỹZ BEÄyog̃n s(s¡
˜n EvnoĹv.
nopAyo EvŊt̃ sMy?þAyZ\ stAmhm^;
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Chapter Two
“Association with the saintly is the source of the birth of bhakti for
Kr.s.n.a.”25 By this statement, association with the saintly (sādhu-saṅga)
is said to be the root of birth of bhakti for Kr.s.n.a. Therefore, it is first
necessary to discuss to some degree the nature of the saintly or great
ones, that is, to ascertain their essential defining characteristics.
Just as in the case of the knower, knowledge and the thing known,
by the conjunction of those three with each other, each of the three is
known. In the presence of one of them the presence of the other two
is unavoidable. In the same way the bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān (the
Lord) have an unbreakable connection with each other. Therefore, wherever the bhakta is, there is bhakti in the form of discussions about Hari.
And wherever bhakti is, there Bhagavān is certain to be present too.
Therefore, there is an inseparable connection between these three. These
three are one and one is these three. And the co-existence of these three
together is known in the world as Bhāgavata-dharma, the law of the
Lord.
Though discussions of Hari or talks about the names, the forms, the
qualities, and the sports of Bhagavān are not different from him, there is
in a special sense a principle of eternal non-difference between the holy
named and the holy name. It is like a chickpea inside its skin. Though
from the outside with the skin on, it appears to be one, inside the skin
the existence of two peas is well known. In the same way in the covering of the skin of truth (tattva) the holy named and the holy name are
non-different. Even so, freed from their covering they each exist separately. For the two peas in their skin there is no way to determine whose
function it is to bud and so forth and thus those functions are perceived
25 Cc.,

2.22.48.
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as simultaneously accomplished by both. In the same way the functions
of endless creation and so forth are understood to be accomplished from
both the natures of the holy named and holy name together.
Therefore, Brahman or Kr.s.n.a and the pran.ava or the name of Kr.s.n.a
that are mentioned in Śruti — the Named and the Name — to both of
those is non-different agency assigned. Brahman and the conveyor of
Brahman, the pran.ava (om
. ), since the two are principles that are not different from each other, what all of the Śruti say about Brahman in pas26
sages like: sarvam
. khalvidam
. brahma, “all this is Brahman,” they also
27
say about the conveyor of Brahman in passages like omitı̄dam
. sarvam,
28
“om is all this,” and omityetadaks.aramidam
. sarvam, “the syllable om is
all this.” In relationship to this non-difference, an even clearer statement
exists in Śruti:
29
This syllable [om
. ] is Brahman; this syllable is the highest.
Knowing this syllable, whatever one desires one achieves.30

The Brahman, or the principle of non-dual knowledge (advaya-jñānatattve), mentioned in Śruti is manifested in two ways: it is either with
or without qualification. Brahman with qualification is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, covered over by indirect statement.31 Brahman without qualification is Śrı̄
Kr.s.n.a’s bodily glow. Therefore, he is the foundation or resting place of
Brahman. In the Gı̄tā, there is Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a’s own statement on the matter:
brahman.o hi pratis..thāham, “I am the foundation or ground of Brahman
without qualification.”
Therefore, when Brahman, the subject of speech, and the speech that
conveys it, the pran.ava or om
. kāra, are said to be non-different, then too
the subject of speech, the Named, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, and the speech that conveys
him, the Name of Kr.s.n.a or the holy name, should also be understood to
be non-different. Bhagavān and the name of Bhagavān are non-different
26 Chānd.

U., 3.14.1.
U., 1.7.
28 Māndukya U., 1.
..
29 aksara, also “imperishable.”
.
30 Kāthaka U., 2.16:
.
27 Tait.

etŔ̃vA"r\ b
}Ĳ etŔ̃vA"r\ prm^.
etŔ̃vA"r\ âA(vA yo yEdQCEt t-y tt^;
31 Śruti

(Gopāla-tāpanı̄ ?): k̂¯Zo b
}Ĳ
{v fAŸtm^, “Kr.s.n.a is eternal Brahman itself.”
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as has been made well-known in all scriptures. Take for instance the
Padma Purān.a: abhinnatvān nāma-nāmino, “because of the non-difference
of the Name and the Named.” There is a detailed discussion of this subject in the first section of my Nāma-cintāman.i (Thought-jewel of the Holy
Name).
Again, since Brahman is the unqualified manifestation of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a,
the pran.ava which conveys Brahman is the unqualified manifestation of
Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a’s name or, in another way to put it,] the pran.ava’s qualified
manifestation is the name of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, the name of Bhagavān. This, too,
is understood from the evidence of scripture. Just as from the pran.ava
manifestation of the creation and of the Vedas and such is said to arise,
so too from the eighteen syllable mantra of Kr.s.n.a’s names,32 the entire
creation along with the Vedas and the rest are said to arise. In the Gopālatāpanı̄ Upanis.ad and other Śruti texts that is found in a more detailed
manner.
Therefore from our deliberations on this subject so far this much
can be established: when the three, bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān are
found together in one place, then referring to it as “association with
the saintly,” one means the meeting together in one place of the three:
the bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān in his non-different nature as the holy
name and the holy named. And the meaning of “talks of Hari” from
the lips of a bhakta is talks about the names, forms, qualities, and sports
of Hari. Moreover, since the names are mentioned first, the names are
the understood to be the most important of them all, the very whole [of
which the others are parts]. In addition, when the whole, the holy name,
is present, its limbs or parts in the form the nine types of bhakti, headed
by hearing, praising, and so forth, and bhakti’s result, divine love (preman), are also present along with it. This is the essential definition of
“the great” [in the phrase “association with the great,” mahat-saṅga]. In
other words, by contact with the “raiser of the dead” in the form of the
grace of the “great” in the combination of all those elements, the finest
spiritual nature is awakened in the living being suffering under māyā.
When that happens, pure bhakti, as discussions of Hari from the mouths
of the saintly, is infused into the heart of the purified living being. In the
gradual arising of that unthreaded (nirgun.a) bhakti, it appears in mind’s
states of unclean, clean, and fully clean as the bhakti of practice, the bhakti
of feeling, and the bhakti of love. The living being (jı̄va) is transformed
32 The

Gopāla-mantra.
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into a bhakta (devotee) and attaining immortality is made eternally fortunate. This begins by the conjunction of being turned back towards
Kr.s.n.a and of hearing the holy names from the mouths of the saintly,
both of which result directly from association with the saintly, and then,
as a result of those, the nine forms of bhakti, beginning with hearing and
praising, appear and divine love arises gradually through the stages of
faith and so forth. Since the holy name which is non-different from the
holy named is present with the saintly, the holy name is worthy of being
considered a material cause of pure bhakti. Therefore, in the Caitanyacaritāmr.ta it is said: sādhu-saṅga nāma vinā prema nāhi haya:33 “association
with the saintly does not become divine love without the holy name.”
In other words, association with the saintly is the intrumental cause of
divine love and the holy name is the material cause.
After this we have to discuss the “seed principle,” that is, the primary cause of the root of the birth of bhakti for Kr.s.n.a. Just as the seed
is the cause of the cause or the cause of the root of a tree, it is known
from scipture that the Named and the Name, in essence non-different
from each other, are simultaneously the seed of the root of the creation.
Therefore the Named and the Name are seen being described as the seed
principle in scripture. For instance [Kr.s.n.a says]:
Know me to be the eternal seed of all beings, son of Pr.thā.34
Again, in reference to the holy name there is a statement: “seed of
the tree of dharma.”35 Or, in the Caritāmr.ta: kr.s.n.a-nāma bı̄ja tāhe nā haya
aṅkara,36 “the seed of the holy name in him has not sprouted,” and bhaktilatā bı̄ja, “the seed of the vine of bhakti.”
37
In the statement from Śruti, omitı̄dam
. sarvam, “the om is all this,”
the indistinct name of Bhagavān is specified as the seed at the root of
creation. Again in the Brahma-sam
. hitā, in the verse śabda-brahma-mayam
.
ven.um
. vādayantam
. mukhāmbuje, “playing the flute made of sound-brahman
with his lotus mouth ... ,” the presence through the flute, before the creation of the world by Brahmā, of the holy name and the holy named, in
33 Cc.,
34 Bg,

?
7.10:

bFj\ mA\ sv‚B́tAnA\ EvEĹ pAT‚ snAtm^.
35 Padyāvalı̄,

19: bFj\ Dm‚dý`m-y
1.8.26.
37 Tait. U., 1.7.
36 Cc,
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their non-different essence, as the seed is established as is the agency of
the holy name in the creation of that world. In the previously mentioned
Gopāla-tāpanı̄ Kr.s.n.a’s name in the form of the eighteen-syllable mantra
is described as the seed of the entirety of the universe of rebirth or as the
cause of all and thus the supremacy of the name of Kr.s.n.a which is not
different from Kr.s.n.a in the causation of the creation is indicated. Not
only is it the cause or seed of the universe; the supremacy of the name
of Kr.s.n.a as the seed at the root of the creation from the pran.ava of the
gāyātrı̄ and from the gāyātrı̄ of the Vedas has been proclaimed in scripture. Though this requires a lengthy discussion, a little glimpse of this
subject can be had from the following quote:
Pran.ava, the great word, is an image of God.
From the pran.ava arise all the Vedas and the world.38
Therefore, from the seed of Kr.s.n.a’s name, which is non-different
from Kr.s.n.a, appears the entire universe along with the scriptures headed
by the Vedas. Also, although association with the saintly is said to be the
root of bhakti, the seed or first cause of that root is the presence of the holy
name in the saintly person’s heart and at the beginning of all discussions
about Hari heard from the lips of saintly perons.
Thus, this much is known from the essential definition of the saintly
or the great person, that through associating with the saintly it is possible to attain the simultaneously association with the bhakta, with bhakti,
and with the Lord (in the indistinguishable forms of Name and Named)
all together. Moreover, from the secondary definition, or the definition
based on a knowledge of the effects of a thing, it is known that from the
discussion of and hearing about the names, forms, qualities, and sports
of Hari through the words of the saintly ones pure bhakti is infused into
the hearts of the living beings.
“The living being’s true identity is eternal servant of Kr.s.n.a.”39 In accordance with this statement of the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta being a servant
of Kr.s.n.a is the living being’s eternal state of being, which, though eternally remaining in the hearts of living beings deluded by māyā is not
capable of manifestation because of their being beginninglessly turned
38 Cc., 2.6.158:
pran.ava se mahā-vākya ı̄śvarer mūrti
pran.ava haite sarva-veda jagater utpatti
39 Cc, ?
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away from the him. By the influence of the association of the saintly the
state of turning towards Kr.s.n.a arises. When that happens the backward
conditions produced by ignorance: being an enjoyer (I am the enjoyer),
being the agent (I am the doer), and being the master (I am the master)
are erased from the hearts of the living beings and the pure awareness,
“I am the servant of Kr.s.n.a, not of anyone else,”40 arises. This is called
being turned towards Kr.s.n.a. This is the living being’s eternal, essential
nature. From the association and grace of the great ones that long dormant state of being a servent of Kr.s.n.a is awakened. But, the appearance
of pure bhakti in the heart of the living being is not part of its essential
nature. That attribute is infused from contact with narratives about Hari
received from the mouths of the great ones. Since pure bhakti which is
a function of the essential or internal power (svarūpa-śakti) is not able
to reside by itself in the living being who is part of the marginal power
(tat.astha-śakti), the living being is not described as the eternal “bhakta”
of Kr.s.n.a but as the eternal “servant” of Kr.s.n.a. Only when one’s fullest
sense of being a servant of Kr.s.n.a arises, can one along with that become
a bhakta of Kr.s.n.a, too. Since apart from that, or without the grace and
association of the great ones, the conceits of being an agent either as a
ritualist (karmı̄), a cultivator of knowledge (jñānı̄), or a practitioner of
yoga (yogı̄) remain in all other living beings, the condition of being an
eternal servant of Kr.s.n.a is not perceived.
In a living being who is a religious aspirant in whom pure bhakti has
been infused, the nine forms of bhakti as practice, beginning with hearing and repeating, are also infused and as their result the appearance of
divine love occurs progressively through the stages of faith and so forth.
Therefore, for the saintly one the repeating is of primary importance and
for the aspirant the hearing of that is of primary importance. And again
within the hearing and repeating the holy name is the most important
of all.
Therefore, the tremendous greatness of repeating the holy names
(nāma-saṅkı̄rtana) which is the seed of all is clearly praised in the Bhāgavata:
For embodied beings who are rotating around [on the wheel
of material existence] there is no higher gain, since from this
[loud repetition of the holy names] one attians the highest
peace and the cycle of repeated birth and death is destroyed.41
40 Padma
41 Bhāg.,

Purān.a, 60.90: dAsB́to hr̃r̃v nA˚y-y
{v kdAcn
11.5.38:
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Now we will consider the external definition (tat.astha-laks.an.a) or the
influence or power of association with the great ones. The eternal definition is knowledge by means of the effects of something. By means
of the effects the great bhaktas or saintly ones have, their unsurpassed
greatness or power is known.
That all sacred rivers like the Ganges and so forth and sacred sites
like Kuruks.etra, Kāśı̄, Pus.kara, and so forth are able to destroy the sins
of selfish living beings, help them gather merit, and bestow on them
the four classes or human objectives even upto bringing them liberation is well known. But in the process of destroying sins and bestowing
merit and the four objectives, they themselves become poluted and desecrated by accepting polutions left behind by the pilgrims. In that condition, on the arrival of saintly bhaktas and by the power of their touch
the polutions are removed and all of the holy places again become sacred. As a result of that they are able to become purifiers again. One can
thoroughly understand this subject from the faithful statement of King
Yudhis.t.hira to the great spirited, Vidura.
Great bhaktas like you are themselves [as pure as] the holy
places, lord. They make the sacred places sacred through
[the presence] within them of the lord who holds the club
[Vis.n.u]. [They only go to them to make the holy places holy.
Otherwise, they have no need to wander around to the holy
places.]42
The meaning of the verse is: the bhaktas of the lord have no personal
purpose to fulfill by wandering around to the holy places. Still they
selflessly visit all the holy places which have become polluted by contact
with materialistic, selfish people in order to purify them through the
gift of their own purity. What greater statement can be made about the
greatness of those saintly bhaktas?
Moreover, since arrival of the saintly in order to obtain purification
is very rare, the rivers with pious waters like the Gaṅgā and so forth
n İt, prmo lABo d̃EhnA\ B
}AMytAEmh.
yto Ev˚d̃t prmA\ fAE˚t\ n[yEt s\ŝEt,;
42 Bhāg.,

1.13.10:

BvEŠDA BAgvt-tFT‚B́tA, -vy\ EvBo.
tFTF‚k̀v‚E˚t tFTA‚En -vA˚t,-T̃n gdAB̂tA;
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and the auspicious holy places like Pus.kara and so forth themselves go
to where the nectar-like discussions of Hari flow from the lips of the
saintly. As it is said:
There do the Gaṅgā, Yamunā, the Confluence, the Godāvarı̄,
Sindhu, and Sarasvatı̄ as well as the meritorious holy sites reside where there are magnificent discussions about Acyuta.43
Now here one may wish to ask: “How is to possible for all of the
rivers like the Gaṅgā and all of the holy places such as Kuruks.etra to
come into a limited and small place like those where the discussions of
Hari are flowing from the mouths of the saintly? And why is that not
seen by others?” In reply in must be said that all of the rivers and holy
places do not go to places where discussions of Hari are taking place in
their bodies. They come in the form of the overseeing spirits [of those
rivers and places] and by the influence of their invisibility powers they
are not visible to ordinary sight. The invisibility powers of even the
demi-gods is well known in scripture.
From our previous discussion it has been established that discussions
of Hari from the lips of the saintly, that is, discussions of Hari’s names,
forms, qualities, and sports, are non-different from Hari. Nevertheless,
since they are especially germane, we shall now discuss in greater detail
only the lack of difference between the holy named and the holy name.
It is said:
[The Lord himself, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a, says to Nārada:] I do not live
in Vaikun.t.ha nor in the hearts of the yogı̄s. Wherever my
bhaktas sing, there I am present, Nārada.44
The intended meaning of this verse is: Kr.s.n.a is the Supreme Person
himself. He does not reside in his own form in Vaikun.t.ha. His expansions and partial forms reside there. He also does not appear in the
43 ?:

t/
{v g¡A ym̀nA c ṽZF godAvrF Es˚D̀sr-vtFŰ.
p̀yAEn tFTA‚En vsE˚t t/ y/AQỳtodArkTAþs¡,;
44 Padma

Purān.a:

nAh\ vsAEm v
{k̀W̃ yoEgnA\ ãdỹ n c.
mĽÄA y/ gAyE˚t t/ EtďAEm nArd;
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hearts of the yogı̄s because in the hearts of all living beings is the residence of his partial form, the Paramātman. That is understood from his
statement in the Gı̄tā:
I am the ātman situated in the hearts of all beings, Gud.ākeśa.45
Even though Bhagavān resides in the form of his partial manifestation, the Paramātman, in the hearts of all living beings, that is not visible
to ordinary living beings who face outwards. Yogı̄s who practice the
eight-limbed yoga are able to see him as their object of worship. As it is
said:
Some remember through concentration the person (purus.a),
measuring only the span between the thumb and forefinger,
sitting in the space of their hearts in their own bodies. He
has four arms holding a lotus, a discus, a conch shell, and a
club.46
But from the previous statement: “wherever my bhaktas sing, there
I am present, Nārada,” it is made known that he is present in his own
form where his names are being sung by his bhaktas with bhakti. Since the
named and the name are a non-different principle, there is no mention
of his being present in his partial Paramātman form. Moreover, he is
not present there to attain purification by destroying his own impurities
like the presiding spirits of the holy places mentioned before. Because,
in him who is Bhagavān himself, full of the six opulences, faults like
polution and so forth cannot exist even in the least degree. Therefore,
there is no question of his having to rid himself of polution. Since the
named and the name are not different, wherever the name is, the named
in his own form should also be understood to be present. Also from the
statement of the Caitanya-caritāmr.ta: “Kr.s.n.a’s resting place is always in
45 Bhagavad-gı̄tā,

10.20:

ahmA(mA g̀XAk̃f sv‚B́tAfyE-Tt,.
46 Bhāg.,

2.2.8:

k̃Ect^ -vd̃hA˚tã‚dyAvkAf̃ þAd̃fmA/\ p̀zq\ vs˚tm^.
ct̀B̀‚j\ kÒrTA¡fšgdADr\ DArZyA -mrE˚t;
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the heart of the bhakta,”47 it is understood he is not only in the mouth of
the bhakta in the form of discussions of Hari. In the heart of the bhakta
Kr.s.n.a always experiences the happiness of repose—in his own form.
One in whose heart flows a bubbling stream of bhakti in the form of
discussions of Hari, whose heart-temple is pure, free of the dust and
smoke of inclinations for the objects of the senses, and in whose heart,
since it is free of all the hullabaloo of self interest and completely absent of desire, it is silent, quiet, and solitary and apart from being for
Kr.s.n.a alone, there is not even a speck of self consideration, such a pure,
cool, peaceful bhakta’s heart-temple is a place suitable for Kr.s.n.a’s repose. Repose does not mean sleep. It means the experience of happiness
alone without any effort or strain. The hearts of ritualists, pursuers of
knowledge, and yogins are not places of repose for him. In place of his
[Kr.s.n.a’s] interest exists selfishness or self interest in the form of desire
for sense enjoyment, liberation, and the supernatural accomplishments
(siddhis). In his form as the witness-superself (sāks.ı̄-paramātman), when
he resides in the hearts of all living beings, though himself unaffected,
he has to perceive all their auspicious and inaspicious unconscious tracedesire resulting from their past actions and their experience of the results
of that. As it says in the Gı̄tā:
Because of being beginningless and without [material] thread,
this superself is imperishable. Though situated in the body,
Kaunteya, he does nothing and is not affected.48
In the hearts of desire-filled living beings, which are always full of
the bad odors of sensual impressions and a cacophony of screams for
self-interest whether it be for liberation in the case of those who pursue knowledge or for supernatural powers in the case of yogins or for
something else, he [the Lord] cannot find repose in his form as the unaffected, beginningless, thread-less superself. Therefore, for the pleasure
of uninterrupted repose, Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a has chosen the heart-temple of the
bhakta who is pure because of being free from the subconscious impressions of desire and because of having rejected all forms of self interest
47 Cc.,

?

48 Bhagavad-gı̄tā,

13.31:

anAEd(vAEàg̀‚Z(vA(prmA(mA_hm&yy,.
frFr-To_Ep kO˚t̃y n kroEt n El=yt̃;
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for the pleasure of Kr.s.n.a and whose heart is clean, supremely beautiful, and secluded. Not only that, in the way that two vı̄n.ās, matching
each other string by string, produce one melody—reveal a harmony, the
heart strings of Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a becomes harmonious with the heart strings of
his devotee and in both hearts one melody is sounded. He has said this
with his own lips:
The saintly are the heart for me and of the saintly I am the
heart. They know nothing other than me nor do I know anything other than them in the least.49
When there is oneness in the hearts of the devotee and Bhagavān in
this way, through the harmony of the melodies in each of their hearts,
their hearts develop a oneness of intention. But, because of the foul odor
of sensual inclinations in the hearts of ritualists, pursuers of knowledge,
and yogins and the cacophony of their being intent on achieving their
own other purposes, not only is there no question of their reaching a
oneness of heart with him, their hearts are unfit to be places of repose
for Bhagavān. One can understand from his own words that apart from
bhakti Bhagavān cannot be attained directly by any other means such as
rites, yoga, knowledge, and so forth:
Uddhava, yoga does not achieve me, nor does Sāṅkhya, nor
Dharma, nor study of the Veda, nor austerity, nor renunciation the way that bhakti, strengthened in me, does.50
In relationship to the cause for this it is therefore said in the Caitanyacaritāmr.ta:
Kr.s.n.a’s bhakta is desireless
49 Bhāg.,

9.4.68:

sADvo ãdy\ mİ\ sAD́nA\ ãdy-(vhm^.
md˚yĄ̃ n jAnE˚t nAh\ t̃<yo mnAgEp;
50 Bhāg.,

11.14.20:

n sADyEt mA\ yogo n sAž\ Dm‚ uĹv.
n -vA@yAy-tp-(yAgo yTA BEÄm‚moE>j‚tA;
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and therefore is at peace.
Wishers for enjoyment, liberation, and siddhis
are all lacking in peace.51

51 Cc.,

2.9.132:

kr.s.n.abhakta nis.kām ataeba śānta
bhukti-mukti-siddhikāmı̄ sakali aśānta

Chapter Three
According to the hierarchy of bhaktas’ longing to serve Kr.s.n.a, the
limit of excellence reaches its highest point in Śrı̄ Rādhikā. Therefore,
the highest limit of the happiness of Bhagavān’s repose is also found in
the heart of Śrı̄ Rādhikā, the great queen of bhakti whose very essence is
mahābhāva.52 Rādhikā’s heart is full of the experience of only the happiness of serving Kr.s.n.a. In her case there is no independent experience of
any happiness. In her heart, in the condition of intense relishing of the
joy of serving Kr.s.n.a that relishing becomes expanded and when that internal experience boils over and manifests externally in hundreds and
thousands of streams then that one Rādhārān.ı̄ takes the forms of millions of cowherd girls and gives Śrı̄ Hari, who sports in the bower of
the heart, the happiness of repose. Externally, too, she creates unlimited bowers for that purpose. This is the bower-service of the cowherd
girls of Vraja and Kuñjavihārı̄’s [Kr.s.n.a’s] love-sports in secluded bowers. Just as it always shines in the hearts of the devotees, so is it also
always performed externally as well. It never ceases in either place [in
the hearts or externally] at any time. One drop from that ocean of the
experience of service bursting forth, overflowing in a thousand streams
and inundating the heart of the bhakta is found the following words of a
bhakta:
I feel as if my heart, bobbing in a river, is spread wide
and on it golden Gaurāṅga dances.53
52 The

great emotion.

53 ?:

mane kari nade jur.i hr.day vichāi
tāhār upare sonār gaurāṅga nācāi
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Nothing can be greater in excellence than a saintly bhakta of Hari in
whose heart is the permanent abode of Bhagavān’s repose and who has
become thoroughly identified, as it were, with both bhakti and Bhagavān.
And among them again there is no limit to the greatness of those who
are wholeheartedly sheltered in Kr.s.n.a. Therefore, in the scriptures, the
superiority of the bhakta or Vais.n.ava over the ritualist, the pursuer of
knowledge, the yogin and so forth is proclaimed. And among the bhaktas
the superiority of the wholehearted ones is acclaimed in particular. Take
for instance:
Better than thousands of performers of sacrificial rites is one
who has mastered all the Vedānta and better than millions of
masters of Vedānta is one bhakta of Vis.n.u. Out of thousands
of Vais.n.avas one who is wholehearted is superior. Those persons who are wholehearted go to the highest abode.54
In this way, out of a thousand bhaktas one who is single-purposed
(ekānta) [or wholehearted] is established as the best of all in the Gı̄tā, the
Lord’s own words. Pointing to himself he said: “one who thinks of me
alone.” By this statement the superiority of the wholehearted bhakta of
Kr.s.n.a is confirmed. For instance:
The yogin is considered greater than performers of austerity
and greater than possessors of knowledge, too. The yogin
is greater than ritualists as well. Therefore, become a yogin,
Arjuna. Among all the yogins, the one who worships me
with faith, his heart having flown to me, is in my opinion the
best.55
54 Garuda

. Purān.a, cited in the Hari-bhakti-vilāsa at 10.117:

s/yAEjshú̃B, sv‚ṽdA˚tpArg,.
sv‚ṽdA˚tEv(koÔA Ev¯Z̀BÄo EvEf¯yt̃;
v
{¯ZvAnA\ shú̃<y ekA˚(ỹko EvEf¯yt̃.
ekAE˚tn-t̀ p̀zqA gQCE˚t prm\ pd\;
55 Bhagavad-gı̄tā,

6.46-7:

tpE-v<yo_EDko yogF âAEn<yo_Ep mto_EDk,.
kEm‚<yŰAEDko yogF t-mAŊogF BvAj̀‚n;
yoEgnAmEp sṽ‚qA\ mŃt̃nA˚trA(mnA.
ŹĹvAn^ Bjt̃ yo mA\ s m̃ ỳÄtmo mt,;
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In this verse mad-gatena means “in me”—in Śrı̄ Kr.s.n.a—and antarātmanā means “with the whole mind.” Together they mean “attached to me
in all respects.” By this, it is established that those whose minds or hearts
are “made of Kr.s.n.a” (kr.s.n.a-maya), they are the wholehearted or singlepurposed bhaktas.
In another place in the Gı̄tā, it is also found stated in this way:
Those who fix their minds in me and being constantly connected worship me, they possessing the highest faith I consider the highest yogins.56
Single-minded bhakta-saints are “made of Hari” and Hari, too, becomes made of those kinds of bhaktas and enjoys the pleasure of repose
in their hearts. The bhaktas, too, do not care for any pleasure for themselves other than the pleasure of perceiving the pleasure of the Lord. In
the hearts of both, there is but one life; that is the meaning here. In this
kind of situation the experiences in the hearts of Hari-made bhaktas are
echoed in the heart of the Lord and the experiences in the heart of the
Lord are echoed in the hearts of the bhaktas.
The meaning of the previously cited verse: “The saintly are my heart
and I am the heart of the saintly,” is that the bhakta and the Lord share
but one life. We are also able to understand this clearly in the following
verse in the Lord’s own words:
I am equal towards all living beings; I have neither enemy
nor favorite. But those who worship me with bhakti, they are
in me and I am in them.57
Śrı̄ Bhagavān, who is the resting place of the delight-power, though
by nature pleasure himself enjoys pleasure and causes his bhaktas to enjoy pleasure by means of his delight-power. As it is said:
56 ibid.,

12.2:

m˝yAṽ[y mno ỹ mA\ En(yỳÄA upAst̃.
ŹĹyA pryop̃tA-t̃ m̃ ỳÄtmA mtA,;
57 ibid.,

9.29:

smo_h\ sv‚B́t̃q̀ n m̃ Š̃¯yo_E-t n Eþy,.
ỹ BjE˚t t̀ mA\ BÅA mEy t̃ t̃q̀ cA=yhm^;
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Though Bhagavān is the very form of delighting, that by
which he delights and causes delight is the delight-power.
(hlādinı̄).58

This delight when it resides in Bhagavān is called “power” (śakti)
and when it is in the bhakta it is called bhakti. By bhakti we generally
mean being fond of or loving the Lord and by bhakta we mean the one
who has fondness or love. When the bhakti in the heart of the bhakta
makes the Lord its object or becomes focused on him, it goes to him
and touches him and then the Lord’s delight appears. That pleasure
of the Lord comes back to the bhakta and in turn gives her pleasure or
bestows the joy of service on her. Just as by the soft touch of the evening
breeze the budding tuberose blossoms and rubs its own sweet aroma on
the breast of the breeze, and then the breeze turns around and returns
carrying that fragrance in its heart, so, being touched by the bhakti in the
heart of the bhakta, the sleeping delight in Bhagavān is awakened and
gives him (Bhagavān) pleasure. Then it returns carrying the pleasure of
serving the Lord. By the touch of the fragrance of that pleasure the heart
of the bhakta becomes filled to overflowing. Therefore, how can there
be anything equal or superior to the magnificence of a great bhakta in
whom the three: bhakta, bhakti, and Bhagavān have become united with
each other and have reached a state of sharing one life with each other
in their absorption in the experience of the each other’s delight?
Previously I said that even places of pilgrimage become purified by
contact with great bhaktas. Among all of the gods Brahmā and Rudra are
the best. The might of the bhaktas and the devotees of the Lord is greater
than even that of Brahmā and Rudra. This is proved by what the king of
the gods, Indra himself, said:
In the Age of Kali, the rare name ”bhāgavata” [devotee of the
Lord] is not attained.59 It is higher than the estate of Brahmā
58 Śrı̄

Jı̄va, Bhagavat-sandarbha, para. 117: đAdk!po_Ep BgvAn^ yyA đAdt̃ đAdyEt c
sA đAEdnF
59 Apart from the present Age of Kali in which Gaura has appeared, in all the other
Kalis even the names “bhāgavata” and “bhakta” are very rare. Therefore, saying that bhaktas
themselves are rare is unnecessary. The reason is that even though the Holy Name is the
religious observation for all Kali-yugas, the humans in all those ordinary Kali-yugas are
not inclined to take to it. “The people in Kali will not honor that” (Bhāg., 12.3.44: y#yE˚t
n t(klO jnA,). For this reason, since they are without religious cultivation, bhaktas and
association with the saintly are rare. But, on the subject of the present Age of Kali in which
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and Rudra. This my guru told me.60
Therefore, what joy in the worlds of humans and gods can be compared with the greatness of association with the great bhaktas? Even the
joys of liberation or of heaven cannot be compared with a small particle
of their greatness. As it is said:
We cannot compare even the briefest association of the companions of the Lord with going to heaven or even not being
reborn again. What more [need be said about the possibility
of comparing it] with the desired objectives of mortals?61
As a result of visiting the holy places and worshipping the gods one
attains heaven and liberation. When that attainment of heaven and liberation cannot be compared to even the briefest association with the
saintly then to what can the greatness of association with the saintly
be compared? The greatness of bhakti, the bhakta, and Bhagavān is more
than even Brahma-loka which is the highest plane of all. With what
else can the highest reaches of the greatness of those three joined together in the person of the bhakta be compared? By its absense the great
Gaura has appeared, an independent characterization is found in scripture. In this Age of
Kali it is said that many people will become devotees of Nārāyan.a or bhaktas of Hari. “In
Kali, indeed, there will be many devoted to Nārāyan.a” (Bhāg., 11.5.38: klO Kl̀ BEv¯yE˚t
nArAyZprAyZA,)
Moreover, in this Kali, the age’s religious observance of repetition of the Holy Name
is willingly accepted by all people. This is by the grace of the Lord. Therefore, even
though there is no shortage of saintly bhaktas in the present condition of Kali, because of
an abundance of Kali-instigated offenses to the Holy Name, bhakti is seen at present to
arise in very few cases. This is due to the Holy Name’s displeasure.
In this age, since the Holy Name is accepted and since, provided offenses to the Holy
Name do not persist, there is a good opportunity for the appearance of the the highest
form of love of all, the people of the Satya-yuga and the other ages beg to be born in this
special Kali-yuga in which Gaura appeared. This also is understood from a verse of the
Bhāgavata: “O King, the living beings born in the Kr.ta and the others ages wish to be born
in Kali” (Bhāg., 11.5.38: k̂tAEdq̀ þjA rAjn^ klAEvQCE˚t sMBvm^).
60 Cited in the Hari-bhakti-vilāsa, 10.65:
klO BAgvt\ nAm d̀l‚B\ n
{v l<yt̃.
b
}Ĳzdýpdo(k̂č\ g̀zZA kETt\ mm.
61 Bhāg.,

1.18.13:

t̀lyAm lṽnAEp n -vr\ nAp̀nB‚v\.
Bgv(sE¡s˚g-y mĆyA‚nA\ Ekm̀tAEfq,;
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respectability of Brahma-loka becomes less than insignificant. That is
revealed by the following verse:
A place where there are no streams of delight from stories
about Vaikun.t.ha, no saintly bhāgavatas who are sheltered by
him, and no great festivals celebrating that Lord of Sacrifice,
even if it is the world of the chief of the gods [Brahmā], it is
not fit to be inhabited.62
Where can one find anything that can be compared with the greatness of association with great, saintly devotees who incorporate in themselves bhakti, Bhagavān, and bhakta, gathered together in unity? Only the
greatness of Bhagavān himself remains shining above all else. A clear
indication that Bhagavān choses that sort of bhakta as his own representative is understood from the following verse:
One who has mastered the four Vedas is not dear to me, but a
dog-cooker who is my bhakta is dear to me. Things [meant to
be offered to me] should be offered to him and [things that
should be received from me] should be received from him
and he is to be honored just like me.63
Therefore, for those who are the representatives of Bhagavān, where
will one find anything to equal their greatness? Thus, his own singleminded bhaktas, who are bound to him by their shared heart and shared
life-breath, are dearest to him. Śrı̄ Bhagavān, therefore, said with his
own lips concerning Uddhava, one of the best of that sort of bhakta:
They are not as dear to me as you, [Uddhava,] not Brahmā
nor Śaṅkara nor Saṅkars.an.a nor Śrı̄ nor even myself.64
62 Bhāg.,

4.19.23:

n y/ v
{k̀WkTAs̀KApgA
n y/ sADvo BAgvt-tdAŹyA,.
n y/ yÒ̃fmKA mho(svA,
s̀r̃floko_Ep n v
{ s s̃&ytAm^
63 Hbv.,

10.92:

n m̃ EþyŰt̀ṽ‚dF mĽÄ, Ÿpc, Eþy,.
t-m
{ d̃y\ tto g
}Aİ\ s c ṕ>yo yTA İhm^;
64 Bhāg.,

11.14.15:
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How deep Bhagavān’s pleasure is with his single-minded bhaktas can
be understood from that forceful statement which bursts from the inner
core of his heart. Therefore, it is not just a matter of representation or
of being dear, Bhagavān’s own subjugation by the bhakta is well-known
topic, too.
That Bhagavān, though independent, is dependent on the bhakta,
though the overloard of all is submissive to the bhakta and though selfmanifesting his appearance depends only on the bhakti of the bhakta; this
fact he himself reveals with great delight in his own words:
I am dependent on my bhakta, twice-born, as if I were not independent at all. My heart is captured by my saintly bhaktas.
I am fond of my bhaktas. I do not want myself without my
saintly bhaktas, nor do I want unsurpassed affluence without those for whom I am the highest goal. Those who give
up their wives, homes, sons, elders, lives, this world and the
next and seek shelter in me, how dare I reject them? Those
saintly ones whose hearts are bound to me, who look upon
all things as equal, bring me under their control through their
bhakti, like a chaste wives do a chaste husband.65
The tremendous, heart-filling force of the pleasure that the Lord of
All experiences in being dependent on his bhaktas is proclaimed in the
following verse:
Though ever liberated, I am bound to my bhaktas by the ropes
of affection. Though unconquered, I am conquered by them;
n tTA m̃ Eþytm aA(myoEnn‚ fňr,.
n c sňq‚Zo n ŹFn
{‚vA(mA c yT BvAn^;
65 Bhāg.,

9.4.63-6:

ah\ BÄADFno İ-vt˚/ iv EŠj.
sAD̀EBg
}‚-tãdyo BÄ
{B‚ÄjnEþy,;
nAhmA(mAnmAfAs̃ mĽÄ
{, sAD̀EBEv‚nA.
EŹyÑA(yE˚tkF\ b
}Ĳn^ ỹqA\ gEtrh\ prA;
ỹ dArAgArp̀/AØþAZAn^ EvĄEmm\ prm^.
Eh(vA mA\ frZ\ yAtA, kT\ tA\-(yÄ̀m̀(sh̃;
mEy Enb‚ĹãdyA, sADv, smdf‚nA,.
vf̃ k̀v‚E˚t mA\ BÅA sE(-/y, s(pEt\ yTA;
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though uncontrollable I am controlled by them. For one who,
having given up affection for friends and family, loves me, I
am his one and only and he is mine; nor do we have any
other friend (suhr.t).66

The meaning of the word “friend” (su-hr.t) is “one whose heart is
beautiful” or “a companion who is always in accord with one.” Therefore, the heart of the bhakta which is free of lust, free of impurities, peaceful, and dispassionate, is the only place of repose for Bhagavān.

66 Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya,

:

sdA m̀Äo_Ep bĹo_E-m BÄ̃q̀ Ü̃hr>j̀EB,.
aEjto_Ep Ejto_h\ t
{rv[yo_Ep vfFk̂t,;
(yÄb˚D̀jnÜ̃ho mEy y, k̀zt̃ rEt\.
ek-t-yAE-m s c m̃ n cA˚yo_-(yAvyo, s̀ãd^;

